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The George’s Dock Lido Campaign is pleased to release the first phase of conceptual drawings 
for George’s Dock Lido. We believe the drawings confirm the wonderful opportunity that 
exists for the people of Dublin to enjoy a world class public swimming facility at this important 
publicly owned site.  
 
The campaign grew in response to Dublin city council’s proposal for a minority interest white 
water rafting facility at the landmark historic location. In response the Lido campaign 
proposed developing a state-of-the-art heated outdoor public swimming facility (Lido). We 
believe such a development could benefit all Dubliners including long established inner-city 
communities and residents of recently built apartments.  
  
In response to our campaign and petition Dublin City Council has suggested a swimming 
facility in conjunction with an emergency services training centre. This plan would designate 
almost half of the prime public site to a facility that would be unused for much of the year 
and include no public access. The council’s proposal would hugely reduce the space available 
for public use and fails to grasp the importance of a once off opportunity to contribute 
imaginatively and positively to the lives of Dubliners now and into the future.   
  
The campaign has always expressed strong support for emergency services training facilities, 
and has suggested a number of more appropriate sites including the unused dock at Asgard 
Custom House Harbour, sites at Dublin Port and along the Royal and Grand Canal docks.  
  
The campaign contends that the best option would be to create a completely public and 
inclusive space combining swimming pools, green space, and community facilities. We 
believe our proposal would provide something positive and useful to citizens and visitors, 
both swimmers and non-swimmers 
  



We have engaged the renowned outdoor swimming architect Chris Romer-Lee of Studio 
Octopi to create plans for a beautiful people-centred amenity for the site. Chris has a wealth 
of experience in public pool design and restoration and is a firm believer in the value of 
public swimming facilities for local communities and for society in general. His current 
conceptual images include a 50m all season heated pool, a smaller learning pool, diving 
boards and pool, saunas, water gardens with public seating, performance areas, community 
function rooms, a restaurant, café, and viewing gallery.  
  
The campaign has engaged with local communities in the development of its proposal and 
actively seeks the ideas and support of all Dubliners.    
  
We envisage mental and physical benefits for all users, community function rooms, 
affordable access, promotion of water-based sport and safety for children and teenagers, 
including competitive and non-competitive swimming and diving, as well as accessible green 
space and seating for non-swimmers. 
  
Sustainability is a crucial aspect of the proposal, we believe heated water from Ringsend 
incinerator could be delivered via the Dublin District Heating System. The proposal involves 
a much-needed enhancement of biodiversity in the North inner city while also conserving 
the integrity of the 18th century dock. 
  
The campaign is asking Dublin City Council and councillors to advance and develop our 
proposal for a 100% public facility to meet the needs of all citizens. 
 

 
 
 
 
   



“Every generation has a responsibility to contribute to the city’s civic infrastructure. The 
great landmark facilities we have such as Phoenix Park were a gift to us from previous 
generations. It is time for us now to step up and do something magnificent for the city and 
its future citizens” 
 
-Patrick Earls- Campaign Founder 
 
 “We want to ensure ongoing consultation with locals is part of any Lido development at this 
site – local communities must see value in this project”  
 
-Jane Dillon- Campaign Member 
  
“The design of the facility aims to create a truly democratic space, but also an ambitious and 
aesthetically brilliant design, with something on offer for all citizens”  
  
-Jonathan Blayney- Campaign member 
  
“Providing a heated pool would ensure year-round access for all types of swimmers, whilst 
still allowing the magic of outdoor swimming to challenge our senses and bring us closer to 
nature” 
  
- Patrick Earls -Campaign Founder 
  
“George’s Dock offers Dublin City Council the opportunity to provide a world class facility in 
a historic location. Because of the accessibility of this central location, the vision is for a 
facility that reaches everyone within Dublin and beyond, from school children to scuba 
divers, and triathletes to leisure swimmers. During the summer special events could ensure 
increased access to the facility. Swimming and diving galas would enhance this facility and 
ensure its economic viability within the city. We look forward to continuing to develop this 
significant proposition for the citizens of Dublin” 
  
- Chris Romer-Lee – Architect, Studio Octopi 
    
 

 



 
 

Contact Information:  

Patrick Earls - 0044 7427620498  

earlsp@tcd.ie  

https://twitter.com/GeorgesDockLido  

http://www.georgesdocklidodublin.com  

  	 

Chris Romer-Lee (architect) Studio Octopi  

chris@octopi.co.uk  

 


